Segregation and Resistance in America’s Urban Landscapes
Garden and Landscape Studies Symposium
Virtual Summer Series / July 1 to September 14, 2020

Session 1: “The Segregated City: Intentions and Rationales”
Papers available online: July 1, 2020
Discussion: Monday, July 20; 4:00-5:30 pm EST
Discussion Facilitator: Eric Avila (University of California, Los Angeles) was joined by Willow Lung-Aman (University of Maryland) and Justin Garrett Moore (NYC Design Commission/ Columbia University) as discussants.

- Sara Carr (Northeastern University), Quarantine, Eradication, and Prescription: How Health Segregated the American Urban Landscape
- Brian McCamack (Lake Forest College), Open Land for Whom? Racial Segregation in Chicago
- Paige Glotzer (University of Wisconsin-Madison), Developing Spaces of Exclusion

Session 2: “Counternarratives and Resistance”
Papers available online: July 24, 2020
Discussion: Monday, August 17; 4:00-5:30 pm EST
Discussion Facilitator: Elizabeth Meyer (University of Virginia) was be joined by Craig Barton (Brown University) and Kofi Boone (North Carolina State University) as discussants.

- Vyta Baselice (George Washington University), Following the Concrete Supply Chain: Quarries, and Environmental Racism in the Lehigh Valley
- Alison Hirsch (University of Southern California), Urban Markets/Rural Slums
- David Torres-Rouff (University of California at Merced) and Verenize Arceo (University of Wisconsin-Madison), Communal Gardens, Defensive Design, and Urban Apartheid in Chinatown: Merced, CA, 1870–1910

Session 3: “Segregation as Discursive Practice”
Papers available online: August 21
Discussion: Monday, September 14; 4:00-5:30 pm EST
Discussion Facilitator: N.B.D. Connolly (Johns Hopkins University) was joined by Brandi T. Summers, (University of California at Berkeley) as a discussant.

- Heather Dorries (University of Toronto), “Towards reconciliation” in “the world’s most sustainable community”: Legitimating Development on Algonquin Territory
- Zannah Mae Matson (University of Toronto), Landscape Hierarchies and Spatial Inequality in the Recursive Fold of Coloniality
- Sharone Tomer (Virginia Tech), A Landscape of Dissonance: Erasing Blackness in Suburban Appalachia